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Aveshka Joins Alliance for Digital Innovation 
 
WASHINGTON (May 8, 2020) – The Alliance for Digital Innovation (ADI), the leading voice for commercial 
innovation in the public sector, welcomes Aveshka to its growing membership. 
 
ADI focuses on empowering federal agencies to more effectively purchase and use innovative commercial 
technology to provide modern, secure and effective digital experiences to improve the lives of the American 
people. Aveshka’s decision to join ADI adds an innovative leader in national security, public health, emergency 
management, law enforcement, cyber, app dev, and cloud development to ADI’s robust coalition of commercial 
technology companies. 
 
“We are thrilled that Aveshka is adding their vision and experience with rapid innovation and pioneering 
commercial capabilities in the federal space to our team,” said Matthew T. Cornelius, ADI’s executive director. 
“The need to pilot and scale new prototypes and commercial solutions offerings is critical to true IT modernization 
and enhanced cybersecurity for federal agencies. Aveshka’s growing research and development capabilities and 
commitment to effective and efficient cloud migrations will empower agency partners in the defense and civilian 
space to rapidly embrace new technologies for mission outcomes.” 
 
ADI employs deep policy analysis, collaborative engagement with federal leaders, and strong advocacy on behalf of 
innovative commercial companies to drive technology transformation in government and enable agencies to 
provide better services to the country via modern, secure digital capabilities. 
 
“This is an exciting time to join ADI,” said Shannon Vaughn, Aveshka’s Chief Innovation Officer. “The collection of 
companies coming together to help the government advance its technology prowess is promising. By applying 
innovative commercial technologies in the federal arena, the government can truly move the ball forward in ways 
it previously has not. We’re ready to accelerate that advantage.” 
 

# # # 
 
About the Alliance for Digital Innovation: 
The Alliance for Digital Innovation (ADI) serves as a unified voice for commercial innovators with a mission of 
ensuring the public sector benefits from existing and emerging commercial technologies. ADI engages with 
government thought leaders to share emerging commercial technologies and to advocate for the removal of 
institutional and bureaucratic barriers to the operation of a modern digital government. For more information, 
visit www.alliance4digitalinnovation.org.  
 
About Aveshka: 
Aveshka is a thought leader that integrates strategy, technology and innovation to deliver cutting edge, 
breakthrough solutions that fortify and strengthen the nation against security threats. With its name derived from 
a Hindi word meaning “innovation” or “discovery”, Aveshka accelerates the advantage for its customers’  
missions, rendering them protected today and prepared for a safer and smarter tomorrow. For more information, 
visit www.aveshka.com.  
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